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W E L O V E T H E A M E R I C A N S , B U T . . . .
Peter Hough ton

Peter Houghton, who has sent us this response to Americans, is a social
psychologist serving as Special Welfare Officer for the Ministry of Social
Security in the Midland Region of England. He is an Elder in the L.D.S.
Birmingham Ward and has recently been preparing and giving courses in
sociology for branch presidencies and bishoprics in Britain.

I am an Englishman and have been a practicing Mormon since 1957.
I am also a sociologist and one of the few English Mormons, living in England,
who has an academic education. In fact the Church in England is composed
largely of persons from the non-professional groups, and this creates prob-
lems for the academic member. I say all this merely to explain my position.

To a person who is not an American, membership in the Church poses
an additional problem. It is simply that the non-American must evolve a
relationship with American life and culture expressed extensively in the
Church. To evolve such a relationship is easy to some who are basically dis-
contented with or underprivileged in their own society. To such persons the
Church is a literal salvation since it provides an ideal to believe in far re-
moved in thought from that in which they live; and it also gives opportunity
for social status inside the Church, a status difficult to attain in the commun-
ity. The evolution of such a relationship is, however, much more difficult
to persons not basically underprivileged or dissatisfied. Brought up in the
non-American, in my case English, way of life, the intrusion of so much
American method and thought in the Church appears unacceptable. It seems
to strike against many of the deeply held ethics of English life. It is not
difficult to believe in the gospel message, but for the Englishman it can be
hard to believe in its expression in terms of the programmes. For example,
one year a Church manual suggested the celebration of the Fourth of July.
In America such a suggestion is reasonable. It is a national holiday and a
historically important date. In England the date has little significance, and
certainly is not a holiday; like most nations, we are not anxious to celebrate
our failures. In a manual prepared for an international church the cele-
bration of an American festival does not seem appropriate.

The influence of the American environment on the Church is more
subtle than the previous example would suggest. The programmes are im-
bued with systems fitted to that environment. Take the Home Teaching pro-
gramme. In this programme success depends upon the sound sociological
principal of personal contact. This principal is as sound here as it is in
America. There are, however, wide differences in the way such contact can
be made. In the American community, evolved from the frontier West that
forced upon the community mutual dependence and co-operation, there is
a much greater sense of community and easier entry to a home. Americans
like to "visit." The visiting home teacher is regarded as having a right to
enquire into the welfare of the family. In England the experience is different.
English history evidences the Englishman's struggle to make his home a sanc-
tuary; thus his temperament is much less inclined to "visiting" than an Ameri-
can's. The visiting part of Home Teaching is thus much less acceptable in
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England and, as presently structured, unlikely to achieve its aim. A deeper
difference is also apparent on consideration. In England the church is not
seen to have a mission to go to the people — rather that the people have a
mission to go to the church. The church is there to be used, but modern
England does not favour an organisation that sets out to involve the unwill-
ing. While our Church does not see its mission in quite this light (i.e. in
involving the unwilling) it is often regarded in this light because of its em-
phasis on programmes.

A common feature of propaganda for the Church among American mis-
sionaries when asked what the Church has to offer is to enumerate the bene-
fits of the various programmes. They stress the active things that can be done
in M.I.A., the work of the Relief Society, Home Teaching, etc. To many
Englishmen the prospect of so much organisation can be frightening. Re-
ligion is seen as being much more personal and introspective. So much planned
programming, if presented without clearly stating the introspective end, can
easily be unhelpful. It seems superficial and suspicious.

Two years ago, in connection with a private study I was then making,
I asked twenty American and twenty English Mormons what type of pro-
fessional man they felt would make a good Bishop. Of the Americans fifteen
gave as either a first or second choice the answer "a good businessmen." Not
one of the Englishmen suggested a businessman at all. In fact the English-
men questioned were more reluctant to answer the question in the terms it
was asked, being more anxious to answer in terms of qualities rather than
professional merit. I am sure most Americans see the quality of the man as
most important also, but they were more definite in their replies and much less
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inclined to question the validity of the question. This seemed to me to indi-
cate two things: A fundamentally different view of the businessman and a
different attitude toward authority.

On the whole in England, while the businessman is held in respect for
his achievement, he is not held in respect ethically. The businessman, it is
felt, is necessarily ruthless and often dishonest. Such an impression would auto-
matically exclude him from being regarded as having potential to be a Bishop.
The reverence Americans seem to have for the businessman is alien to the
Briton. Perhaps this difference arises from the differing experience. The
exploitation of labour in the nineteenth century and the rise of socialism as a
consequence have left an impression on the society of Britain very different
from that left in America, where the frontier and more spacious life gave other
outlets to the American labourer.

It is also interesting to note that the Mormon American is on the whole
much more conscious of and inclined to respect authority. It is difficult to
attribute causes to this, but possibly the reason lies in his environment. Liv-
ing in a community influenced by an authoritarian church and having a
patriotic reverence for the constitution and the flag, foreign to the English-
man, possibly explain the readiness of Mormon Americans to accept things
more easily at face value rather than to urge enquiries into the validity of
the source. There is no single dominant religion in England; there is no
written constitution to revere; there is a profound suspicion of anyone who
gives orders. In his reticent way, the Englishman is passionately determined
to be free, but he sees freedom less as a political and more as a personal
phenomenon.

It is difficult to rationalise causes and differences in so short an article
or to do justice to the historical and environmental factors, multiple and com-
plex. My purpose here is just to outline a few simple differences as they
appear to me. As an Englishman with a deep love of my green and precious
island I may have erred in too great a criticism of America, but I would here
like to express my belief in the alliance and in the mutual concord of our
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peoples. Nevertheless, as a member of the weaker nation in terms of power
I beg all Americans to understand what the Englishman means when he says,
"We love the Americans, but thank God for the Atlantic."

The principles of the Church have a universal validity. The vision of
the conquest of the self through service to others, expressing as it does that
ethic of Christ, "He that would find himself shall first lose himself," is taught
in the Church in a new and refreshing way that can do much for English
life, if it can once be seen as something more than merely the thinking of a
strange American sect. The ethic of Christ and the Restored Gospel are far
more than an American dream; they are a way to a discovery of as much of
the divine as it is possible for finite, limited man to experience. Despite its
corporate activity, Mormonism's spiritual ethic, that is its quest to discover
God, is intensely personal and reliant upon self-discovery and self-knowledge.
Because of this it has everything to offer the individualistic Englishman. We
only need to alter our presentation and be more honest in our teaching of our
history to succeed.
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AN UNCASUAL REVIEW OF WILLIAMS
Robert M. Frame

Robert M. Frame of Camarillo, California, where he is presently serving
as an L.D.S. Stake Missionary, has written a review of J. D. Williams's essay in
the Summer DIALOGUE, "The Separation of Church and State in Mormon
Theory and Practice," from which the following has been excerpted.

I am proud to hold membership in a church whose basic tenets allow for
such expressions of free agency in evaluating history as J. D. Williams's treatise
on Church and State in the Summer Dialogue represents. What concerns
me is not that Professor William's political views may differ from my own,
but than many of your readers will assume, through a casual review of his
presentation, that his selected documentation represents an impartial review
of the history of our church vis a vis the political scene and the "issue" of
our "involvement" therein.

At the outset we find the statement, following the enumeration of a
number of issues which he assumes pose "dilemmas" for the Church, "that the
Mormon Church, in trying to administer the Kingdom of God on earth, was
deeply immersed in trie politics of the Kingdom of men on earth." This
would imply, it would seem, when coupled with the statement selected from
Jefferson's writings about the "wall of separation between church and state,"
that such a "wall" existed in the mind of the Prophet Joseph Smith when he
conceived "The Kingdom of God." In view of his treatment of "the Grand
Council of the Kingdom" on pages 46 and 47, I assume that Professor Williams
is well aware that such was not the case at all.* (I encourage your readers to
review in its entirety the excellent treatment of Joseph Smith's concept of
politics, government, and the Church as reflected in the work cited by Williams
in footnote 45: Joseph Smith and World Government, by Dr. Hyrum L.
Andrus, Salt Lake City, Deseret Book Co., 1963.)

A little later Professor Williams refers to the "accepted notion" that
Church leaders enjoy inspiration from God in the conduct of their religious
affairs and "the belief of many Mormons that divine inspiration may be
transferable when Church leaders speak out on secular affairs." As he is well
aware, the "notion" of continuing revelation as it pertains to secular affairs
as well as the tests for discerning true revelation have been fostered among the
Mormons since the earliest days of the Church by such authoritative declara-
tions as the following:

And whatsoever they shall speak when moved upon by the Holy
Ghost shall be scripture, shall be the will of the Lord, shall be the
mind of the Lord, shall be the word of the Lord, shall be the voice
of the Lord and the power of God unto salvation. (Doctrine and
Covenants 68:2-4; as to the relevance of this passage to "secular"
affairs, may I suggest a review of Doctrine and Covenants 29:34-35.)

* Important documentation and analysis concerning this matter can be found in Klaus
Hanson's essay in this issue of Dialogue, "The Metamorphosis of the Kingdom of God." [Ed.]
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The Latter-Day Saints who hearken to the words of the Lord,
given to them touching their political, social, and financial concerns,
I say, and say it boldly, that they will have wisdom which is altogether
superior to the wisdom of the children of darkness, or the children of
this world. I know this by the revelations of the Lord Jesus Christ,
and by the results of my own actions. They who have hearkened to
the counsel given to them in temporal matters, have invariably bet-
tered their condition temporally and spiritually. (Brigham Young,
Journal of Discourses, 12:118)

How may the rank and file of the Church recognize the prophetic
voice, whether official or unofficial when it speaks? The answer is
simple enough. . . . The burden of proof is upon the hearer, not
alone upon the speaker. Whoever quibbles about the validity of a
message of the Prophet would do well to engage in a serious self-
examination. Is the trouble with him? Perhaps he is not "in tune"
with the truth. Perhaps he does not live the law of the Gospel in
such manner as to respond to the message of truth. In the lives of
Latter-day Saints it is best to listen carefully to the counsel of the
Prophet concerning any subject upon which he speaks, whether
technically "official" or unofficial. . . . Note the words of Brigham
Young: "The Lord Almighty leads this Church, and he will not suffer
you to be led astray if you are found doing your duty. You may go
home and sleep as sweetly as a babe in its mother's arms, as to any
danger of your leaders leading you astray, for if they should try to
do so, the Lord would quickly sweep them from the earth." (Journal
of Discourses, 9:289) That is as true today as in the days of Brigham
Young. The history of the restored Church is evidence that counsel
given by the Prophet and President of the Church has always been
found to be for the best good of the people. They who follow their
own inclinations in opposition to the light that comes from the head
of the Lord's Priesthood on earth are never gainers thereby. To argue
whether this or that utterance is official and therefore should not be
obeyed, is at best a futile exercise. (John A. Widtsoe, Evidences and
Reconciliations, Vol. 1:182-7)

We can tell when the speakers are moved on by the Holy Ghost
only when we, ourselves, are moved upon by the Holy Ghost. In a
way, this completely shifts the responsibility from them to us to
determine when they so speak. . . . The Church will know by the
testimony of the Holy Ghost in the body of the members, whether
the brethren in voicing their views are moved upon by the Holy
Ghost; and in due time that knowledge will be made manifest (Presi-
dent J. Reuben Clark, Church News, July 31, 1954)

Professor Williams repeatedly refers to the 134th section of the Doctrine
and Covenants, stating, for example, in footnote 8, "Brigham Young could
say in 1844 in the face of the 134th section, 'No man can draw the dividing
line between the government of God and the government of the children of
Men.' {Documentary History of the Church, 6:322)" President Young did
indeed warn against trying to separate the "temporal" from the "spiritual":
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In a public meeting of the Saints, I said, "Ye Elders of Israel . . .
will some of you draw the line of demarcation between the spiritual
and temporal in the Kingdom of God, so that I may understand it?"
Not one of them could do it. . . . I defy any man on earth to point
out the path a Prophet of God should walk in, or point out his duty,
and just how far he must go, in dictating temporal or spiritual things.
Temporal and spiritual things are inseparably connected, and ever
will be. (Journal of Discourses, 10:363-364)

L.D.S. readers must judge for themselves whether, by so speaking, the Prophet
was flying "in the face" of Oliver Cowdery's article.

One note of historical importance in this connection, by Apostle Hyrum
M. Smith:

This "Declaration of Belief Regarding Governments and Laws
in General," is not a revelation. It was not written by the Prophet
Joseph Smith, but was prepared by Oliver Cowdery and was read at
the General Assembly of the Church, August 17, 1835, at the time the
revelations, which had been prepared for publication, were submitted
for the vote of approval by the elders of the Church. At the time this
conference, or general assembly, was held, the Prophet Joseph Smith
and his second counselor, Frederick G. Williams, were in Canada on
a missionary journey, and the Prophet did not return to Kirtland
until Sunday, August 23rd, one week after the assembly had been
held. Since the Assembly had voted to have this article on govern-
ment and one on marriage, also prepared by Oliver Cowdery, pub-
lished in the Doctrine and Covenants, the Prophet accepted the de-
cision and permitted this to be done. It should be noted that in the
minutes, and also in the introduction to this article on government,
the brethren were careful to state that this declaration was accepted
as the belief or "opinion" of the officers of the Church, and not as a
revelation, and therefore does not hold the same place in the doctrines
of the Church as do the revelations. In fact, the first sentence could
be improved by a slight change. The Lord in the very beginning re-
vealed to Adam a perfect form of Government, and this was "instituted
of God for the benefit of man;" but we do not hold that all govern-
ments, or any man-made government, was instituted of God although
the Lord holds a controlling hand over them. (Doctrine and Cove-
nants Commentary, Hyrum M. Smith and Janne M. Sjodahl, Salt Lake
City, Deseret Book Co., 1957, p. 852)
Beginning with footnote 40 and continuing later on page 50 with his

"schismatic threat" thesis, Williams introduces the John Birch Society as
having been the instrument which "during the months of February-April,
1966" had widened the alleged political rift within the Church to the point
where "the schismatic threat to the Church probably reached its twentieth
century apogee." The writer is the first to admit the existence of a certain
amount of confusion in the minds of some members of the Church vis a vis
the "Birchers," in view of the tremendous propaganda campaign levelled
against both them and most anti-communist organizations since about 1960.
I am neither a member nor "fellow traveler" of the John Birch Society, but
in view of President McKay's pointed recommendations to both the Church
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and the nation regarding participating in "nonchurch meetings that are held
to warn people of the threat of Communism or any other theory or principal
that will deprive us of our free agency or individual liberties vouchsafed by
the Constitution" {Improvement Era, June 1966, p. 477), I would strongly
urge Prof. Williams to do some serious and objective research in this area
before accepting the "extremist" label frequently used in our time regarding
such organizations. May I suggest, as a start, a review of the hearing before
the subcommittee of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, July 11, 1961,
under the title, "The New Drive against the Anti-Communist Program"
(G.P.O. Cat.No.Y 4.J89/2:C44/4).

Elder Benson responded to this confusion on December 19, 1963, re-
marking:

Even in my own Church I found a certain amount of confusion.
I heard people say that the L.D.S. Church was opposed to the John
Birch Society. This may have come, in part at least as the result of a
statement made by the First Presidency nearly a year ago (Church
News, January 1963). However, when President McKay discovered
that this statement was being misinterpreted and certain people were
quoting it to prove the LDS Church was opposing the John Birch
Society, he authorized a clarifying statement. This statement appeared
in the official Church newspaper for March 16, 1963, and says: 'The
Church is not opposing the John Birch Society or any other organiza-
tion of like nature,' and 'that members of the Church are free to join
anti-Communist organizations.' The statement says that only one
man, President David O. McKay, speaks for the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints on matters of policy. (Address entitled "An
Internal Threat Today" at a public meeting sponsored by the Treasure
Valley Freedom Forum, Boise, Idaho).
In view of the above and the consistency with which President McKay

has treated this matter in public statements reaching back years, one can only
wonder at the inference implicit in Williams's reference to "some courageous
and far-sighted General Authorities" who allegedly saved the Church from
"officially endorsing the Birch Society" (page 50).

Not that the writer himself didn't raise an eyebrow upon reviewing the
Editorial in the Church News of March 26, 1966, to which Williams refers to
footnote 40. In a letter to the Editor of the Church News the inconsistency
of this editorial was pointed out, especially in light of other statements
printed in Church publications. (See, for example, the editorial appearing
on June 11, 1966, subsequent to President McKay's recommendation quoted
above entitled "Our Flag and Our People.") In this letter, I referred specifi-
cally to Williams's thesis of a "schismatic threat" among the authorities. I quote
in part from the reply received:

As close as I am to the General Authorities of the Church, I find
no basis for an assumption that there is a deep "controversy" within
the Church. I still hold to the belief that President McKay is the only
man who speaks for the Church on matters of policy, and feel that is
the only path of safety. (Letter dated July 22, 1966 from Henry A.
Smith, Editor, Church News, in the writer's files)
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The "option" Williams offers on page 53 to "safeguard against any image
of Church commitment" to one point of view; his concern about the "aliena-
tion of some groups within the Church (page 50); the suggestion of a "policy
of non-involvement of top Church leaders in political matters" in order to
avoid "unnecessary schisms within the Church" — all these will have to be
evaluated in terms of the basic conservatism which has characterized the
entire history of Mormonism on matters of a political nature. In support
of this may I recommend a careful review of Dr. Hyrum L. Andrus's scholarly
works, the one already referred to, Joseph Smith and World Government, and
Liberalism, Conservatism and Mormonism (Deseret Book Co., 1965). The
writer views Dr. Andrus, a lifetime student of the social, economic and poli-
tical aspects of Mormonism and Joseph Smith's concept of government, as
eminently qualified to respond to those who view separation of Church and
State in the particular light that Professor Williams does. A public dialogue
between Williams and Andrus would prove most enlightening, I'm sure, in
connection with this subject.

Reluctance to endorse the Church's "involvement" in matters of a "poli-
tical" nature is an old issue, as Professor Williams admits and amply illus-
trates in his treatise. Said President Young on January 13, 1867, in the
Tabernacle:

I have taken the liberty of saying in the past, and I think I might
repeat it with safety, that these first revelations (the Doctrine and
Covenants) given to the Church will probably be among the last to
be strictly obeyed. The revelation I refer to dictated the the brethren
what to do with regard to their temporal business; and it will be com-
paratively easy to obey all the revelations until we come to that which
touches the purse. . . . These were the first revelations given to the
Church; yet there are men today who are Bishops and Presidents of
settlements, who express their willingness to labor for the welfare of
the people and the building up of the kingdom, but feel that no person
holding the priesthood has a right to dictate to them with regard to
their property. They are very willing that Brother Brigham should
dictate in spiritual matters, and trust their eternal salvation to the
principles he teaches; but the property they may have acquired or the
manner in which their labor should be directed, or who they shall
trade with, whether an avowed enemy or a man who pays tithing, and
taxes, and helps to build up the community, are things with which,
they think, he has no business. (Journal of Discourses 11:284-285)

Throughout its history the Church has faced the problem posed by those
whose political viewpoints have differed from the historically conservative
political position taken by the latter-day prophets (See Jerreld L. Newquist's
authoritative compilation; Prophets, Principles, and National Survival, Salt
Lake City, Publishers Press, 1964) and whose dissenting voice has manifest
itself in subtle innuendo against the "accepted notion" that continuous revela-
tion includes inspiration involving matters of a secular nature. Nor will Pro-
fessor Williams be the last to view the alleged ambivalence in the events he
describes as constituting so threatening a crisis that "the Church is in danger of
undergoing its greatest schism since the days of polygamy." (See Williams's
statement in a New York Times News Service release reprinted in the Ventura
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County Star Free Press, April 8, 1966. Also see the Wall Street Journal, August
8, 1966.) Even were this true the writer has complete confidence that the
prophets would today meet the issue with the same direct response with which
President Wilford Woodruff met such reasoning in his time; his response both
unveils the real issues here and provides an appropriate answer for the benefit
of those who might share Williams's prognosis:

"I prophesy, in the name of Israel's God, that the day has come
when the mouth of Wilford Woodruff, George Q. Cannon, Joseph F.
Smith, and these Twelve Apostles, should not be closed because of the
opinions of the children of men. There have been feelings that these
men holding high positions . . . should say nothing about politics. I
want to say to you here, the day has come when God Almighty requires
your hands to unite together in your temporal business, and in your
politics, so far as it is wisdom. I do not care whether a man is a Re-
publican or a Democrat. In that he is free; but it is your duty to unite
in electing good men to govern and control your cities, your local
affairs, and I will state that when you do not do this you are losers of
the blessings of Almighty God. . . . My mouth shall not be closed upon
these principles — I feel like saying to you, as the President of the
Church, and do state, that it is your duty to unite together and appoint
good men to act in every capacity for the public welfare. (Discourses
of Wilford Woodruff, pp. 206-207).
Such "schoolmen" have a perfect right to voice their views and to be heard

on interpretations of such issues as separation of Church and State, it is true.
But underlying all such dialogue there exists, in the writer's opinion, a basic,
fundamental truth, which President John Taylor expressed in General Con-
ference, April 9, 1882:

Our philosophy is not the philosophy of the world; but of the
earth and the heavens, of time and eternity, and proceeds from
God. . . . Besides the preaching of the Gospel, we have another
mission, namely, the perpetuation of the free agency of man, and the
maintenance of liberty, freedom, and the rights of man. There are
certain principles that belong to humanity, outside of the Constitution,
outside of the laws, outside of all the enactments and plans of man,
among which is the right to live: God gave us the right and not man;
no government gave it to us, and no government has a right to take
it away from us. (Journal of Discourses, 23:48;63)
Or, as President David O. McKay puts it in our day:

In these days of uncertainty and unrest, liberty-loving peoples'
greatest responsibility and paramount duty is to preserve and proclaim
the freedom of the individual, his relationship to Deity, and the
necessity of obedience to the principles of the Gosepl of Jesus Christ.
Only thus will mankind find peace and happiness. (Conference Re-
port, October 1962, p. 8)



To what extent is obedience to those who hold the Priesthood
required? This is a very important question and one that should be
understood by all the Saints. In attempting to answer the question, we
would repeat, in short, what we have already written, that willing
obedience to do the laws of God, administered by the priesthood, is
indispensable to salvation; but we would further add, that a proper
conservative to this power exists for the benefit of all, and none are
required to tamely and blindly submit to a man because he has a
portion of the Priesthood. We have heard men who hold the priest-
hood remark that they would do anything they were told to do by
those who presided over them, if they knew it was wrong; but such
obedience as this is worse than folly to us; it is slavery in the extreme;
and the man who would thus willingly degrade himself, should not
claim a rank among intelligent beings, until he turns from his folly.
A man of God . . . . would despise the idea. Others, in the extreme
exercise of their Almighty (!) authority have taught that such obe-
dience was necessary, and that no matter what the saints were told to
do by their presidents, they should do it without asking any questions.

When the elders of Israel will so far indulge in these extreme
notions of obedience as to teach them to the people, it is generally
because they have it in their hearts to do wrong themselves.

-Millennial Star, Vol. 14, no. 38, pp. 593-595
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DIALOGUE will print a wide range of scholarly, literary, and artistic works
in an attempt to present the full spectrum of Mormon thought; among those
scheduled for publication are the following:

James Clayton on Wallace Stegners writing on Mormon history.
Karl Kellers edition of a biography of Sidney Rigdon by his son, John

Wickliffe Rigdon.
Sidney Sperry and Heber Snell on interpreting and using the Bible.
Hyrum Andrus on John J. Stewarts Joseph Smith, The Mormon Prophet.
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Mormon Thought.
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cost us money and time and you a few weeks without Dialogue) . If there is
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